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THE UNDERSIDE OF
MEN’S UNDERWEAR
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This year, the Salon International de la lingerie and Interfilière Paris make a commitment
to 100% inclusive and sustainable fashion, supporting the initiatives of established or
emerging designers who are paving the way toward a new form of benevolent consumption
that is more conscious and ethical. We consider it an integral part of Eurovet’s corporate
responsibility as fashion trade show organizers to adopt policies and behaviors that are
coherent with this approach.

REDUCE / REUSE / RECYCLE

O

ur shows will be highlighting this strong stance through a specially dedicated space,
O.R.G.A.N.I.C, as well as through limiting non-recyclable consumables and undertaking
more intelligent initiatives to limit our own waste output.

“We want to bring greater meaning to our industry by highlighting ethical and eco-friendly concepts at shows
that are in sync with the collective energy that we wish to support and foster”, explains Marie-Laure Bellon,
President and CEO of Eurovet.




And so, for the 2020 edition, our shows will feature 20 000 m² less carpet (in other words, 5 tons of
crude oil saved). Rest zones will host visitors with second-hand furniture purchased from Emmaüs, and
the main areas of the show will feature recyclable and eco-friendly wood. All our documents will be
printed on recycled paper at a printer just 40 km outside of Paris.
In terms of food service, we will be offering a measured array of options that respect the seasonal nature of
produce, with, at the O.R.G.A.N.I.C space, @partiedecampagne, a 100% green caterer featuring vegetal
and field-to-table cuisine, with an organic and Fair Trade café from @lepetitnuage and a plastic-free
Water Bar.
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The growth in inclusive lingerie
I’ve got Boobs. So what?!
Comforting Lingerie
You have a Message
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Toward Hybrid Lingerie
Ruban Noir everywhere
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A MANIFESTO

POSITIVE / INCLUSIVE / EXPRESSIVE

T

his stance is more than ever accompanied by a desire to show women just as they are:
beautiful in all their diversity, proud of their singular beauty, and totally authentic in their
contradictions, multifaceted, and unique.

“Far from old, tired stereotypes, we believe in the unity of a multifaceted, real woman, a truly liberated
woman. The show’s product offer will be inclusive, with fabrics and collections that are moving toward a more
sustainable and always more desirable type of fashion, creating lingerie that highlights diversity, adapted to
and adaptable for all women’s personalities.” continue Marie-Laure Bellon, présidente / CEO Eurovet.




Thus, the fashion show will feature models in all shapes and sizes, with designers that have been encouraged
to provide prototypes in all size ranges. The posters for the 2020 edition of the Salon International de la
Lingerie also celebrate a mix of personalities that reflect this plurality, with our muses Caroline, Edem,
Juliette, and Ludivine selected to embody this 100% inclusive approach. It’s a small revolution for this
beautiful industry that is the world of lingerie.
Going back to basics: for Eurovet, this means taking a stance as stakeholders in a society that currently
needs bold commitments. We’re moving toward greater fairness and more solidarity, something closer to
what unites us all.
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¢ 15-24 year / ¢ 25-34 year / ¢ 35-44 year / ¢ 45 year and more

DISTRIBUTION
OF SPENDING

12,3%
13,4%
60,6%

THE LINGERIE
AND HOSIERY
MARKET

13,7%

AVERAGE BUDGET (€)
PER TARGET

52 €

Women 15 years of age and over

Women’s Lingerie and Hosiery (€)

Women’s Lingerie (€)

2.393 billion

2.022 billion

+0.1% over January-Oct. 2018

64 €

53 €

Data from January through October 2019

SIZE OF THE LINGERIE
MARKET IN FRANCE

Per target for the period (€)

56 €

Women aged 45+ represent
60% of spending with an
average purchasing budget
of 64€. Contrary to other
targets,
whose
average
purchasing budget is under
56€.

Per market share (%)

-0.8% compared to January-Oct. 2018

Jan/Oct 18 Jan/Oct 19

Internet remains the important channel on the increase in 2019,
representing 13.9% (+1.4 points over January – October 2018)
of spending in the women’s lingerie and hosiery market.

Total for Lingerie market, WOMEN ages 15+

100,0

5,2

5,7

0,5

HIGH STREET/SHOPPING CENTER CHAINSTORES

34,1

35,1

1,0

SUBURBAN CHAINSTORES + SPORT SPECIALTY +
DISCOUNT CHAINS

10,3

10,7

0,3

9,2

7,6

-1,6

INDEPENDENT RETAILERS

DEPARTMENT STORES + MASS RETAIL

26,2

25,9

-0,3

DISTANCE RETAIL

6,5

6,7

0,2

OTHER (INCLUDING PURE PLAYERS)

8,4

8,3

-0,1

HARD DISCOUNT + NON-HD SUPERSTORES

4

100,0

Variation
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THE NEW SPACES AT THE SHOW

O.R.G.A.N.I.C, TOWARD MORE SUSTAINABLE
LINGERIE
This year, discover a new, hybrid space providing a focus on brands creating change based on their
measured impact through improved manufacturing, using more eco-friendly materials and more
sustainable packaging. A new experience that will be full of inspiration and discoveries, combining a
sustainable product offer, ethical foods, and strong messages on the urgent need to act to save our planet.
There will be many French brands among these heralds of a totally green approach to lingerie, with
Simplement, Olly, Nénés Paris, Germaine des Prés, Esquisse Lingerie, Madame Porte La Culotte,
Maison Finou, Rev Society and Occidente. Alongside them, you’ll find A-DAM, Ambassador 1867,
Moya Kala, and Cocoro Advanced Lingerie for Periods.

MILLENIALS
A first at the show, this space is dedicated to brands for a connected, intuitive, and inventive generation.
Seeking to satisfy the desires of this generation, such as for elegant and caring comfort (Fillandises,
Marlo&Marco, MrMiss Design Studio), with bespoke collections that are often freed from any rules
or constraints (Éternel Éphémère); it’s a clear proclamation of eco-friendly style, with pieces made to
order, using carefully sourced materials that respect the skin and the environment. Materials and fabrics
are measured for their zero-waste impact so beloved of Millennials, as we see at Cucu La Praline, whose
panties Made in Paris are matched with hair scrunchies made from fabric trimmings. It also means
functional, ready-to-wear-style lingerie (Black Limba) that’s Instagrammable (Memème) and basic,
but always sexy (Rilke, Skarlett Blue), even for menstrual styles (K+1%).

1
3
2
4

A MUST-SEE: THE “WHOLE” WORKSHOP
A new experience built around botanical dyeing techniques, in collaboration with an expert in the field,
Aurélia Wolff. The goal here is to share sustainable solutions, such as upcycling, to energize the industry
and help it achieve this transformation. This workshop will add value to unsold stock from brands by
giving it a new look using botanical dyes; the products created will be on display, revealing the full range
of botanical dye colors that are possible. Visitors will have the chance to revamp a favorite product
(T-shirt, top, nightie, scarf ), obtaining a truly unique product!

MINT
The Summer Store launched at Unique by Mode City in July 2019 now becomes MINT, a new space
dedicated to all the newest, most innovative and promising niche brands. A truly fresh mix of lifestyle
products, beauty, and accessories, essential complements to the world of lingerie.
Brands will include: LLIVE, Complice, Guêpes et Papillons, Edli Nature, Sowa Foulard, Clever
beauty, Erostick, Linnea Lund, Hanx, Ethicall.

EXPOSED, THE SHOW’S ESSENTIAL SECTOR
This alternative event brings together a cutting-edge selection of lingerie, beauty products, and
accessories. It’s a product offer featuring a new interpretation of style, within a cozy ambiance designed
to uplift and inspire.
1/ Germaine des Prés 2/ Aurélia Wolff de l’atelier Whole 3/ Cucu la Praline 4/ LLive
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www.exposedparis.com
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DESIGNER OF THE YEAR 2020
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EBERJEY
Selected as designer of the year 2020 by the Salon International de la Lingerie

T

his year, the Salon International de la Lingerie has chosen EBERJEY as “Designer of the Year 2020”, for the
measured elegance of their style. Since its launch in 1996, this American brand has cultivated a certain outlook on
wellness, built on the power of comfort, care, and sophisticated elegance.

Ali Mejia and Mariela Rovito initially wanted to create a brand that matched their own personal desires, with, as Ali has
humorously stated, pieces for women who have flat derrières. Thus, the Boy Short was born, a key style for the brand, which
would find its way into everyone’s wardrobes. Passionately inspired, the two founders of this brand quickly developed a range
that offered delicate lingerie, a swimwear line full of understated charm, and homewear that is elegantly cozy, as well as
pyjamas and other comforting nightwear.
The choice of ultra-soft jersey, combined with now-iconic shapes, have made EBERJEY a generous, yet meticulous brand that
fosters the pleasure of feeling good in your own skin for any occasion. The simple pleasure of being you. And it’s precisely the
universal nature of this brand that Eurovet seeks to recognize, to advocate not just for women, but for EBERJEY women,
unique and multifaceted as they are. The organizer of the Salon de la Lingerie also seeks to highlight the brand’s committed
stance, with their “Giving PJ” collection of pyjamas, which plant a tree for each set sold, as part of a partnership with the One
Tree Planted program that is active in reforestation.

1-2/ Eberjey
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1

This is why, at a time when we are facing the multiple economic and social challenges posed by sustainability and a greater need
for a human-centered approach, EBERJEY shows us, through their ode to a certain softness of living, through their joyful,
uplifting spirit, that they fully deserve this title of Designer of the Year.
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1/ Calida
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A TOTALLY GREEN SEASON

M
1

ore committed than ever to taking a stance, this 2020 edition of the Salon International
de la Lingerie offers an overview of the marvelous initiatives that are doing away with
lingerie stereotypes.

Still the second most polluting industry in the world today, fashion must respond to the societal awakening
driven by an increasing desire to give purchases meaning. 67% of French people have changed their daily
practices to reduce the impact of their consumption*. To accomplish this, Eurovet, aware of its responsibility
as a fashion trade show organizer, is motivated by a desire to highlight ethical and eco-friendly concepts
that are leading the way toward sustainable glamour and commits to stand alongside them. As an essential
trend, eco-sustainability will naturally be the common thread that runs throughout this 2020 edition. From
innovative materials to sustainable collections, and young designers to iconic brands, each stakeholder in
the industry is committing on their level to more conscious and ethical fashion!

1/ Lonely 2/ Simplement 3/ Olly 4/ Mina Storm 5/ Maison Louve

**Barometer GreenFlex-ADEME 2019 on Ethical Consumption
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CHANTELLE

wellness panties, and an ultra-soft recycled polyester yarn for
the guipure patterns that adorn its bra cups and panties.
The pure beauty of its shapes and the interplay of opaque and
transparent on a black base create an ultra-contemporary type
of chic style for a woman who is sensitive to the beauty and
fragility of nature. A woman who wants to do something
positive to protect it.

In just over a century, Chantelle has made its mark as a pioneer
in lingerie. With the benefit of these many years of expertise,
it has managed to reinvent itself with a truly modern image,
driven by the desire to offer a range of products that meet
every woman’s needs. This brand is opening a new chapter in
unique, sustainable lingerie, with a range in graphic lace made
from recycled fabrics, named «motif». Reusing recycled
materials that have not been used saves raw materials and
limits environmental impacts.

MAISON LEJABY
Drawing on the strength of its 90-year history of expertise,
the iconic Maison Lejaby originated some of the greatest
successes in the history of lingerie, always in the vanguard
and exceptionally skilled at innovation. This French
brand revolutionized the world of corsetry and swimwear,
supporting women in their emancipation, their desire for
freedom, and other multifaceted desires. With LA PETITE
LEJABY, imagined and designed in their Lyon workshop,
they are offering a range made in micro-modal, a material
derived from botanical fibers, from beechwood cellulose, to
be exact. For this collection, the recycling of dyeing waters
has allowed for a savings of 85% in water use, as compared to
traditional manufacturing.

GROUPE LISE CHARMEL

1

WHEN LINGERIE GOES SUSTAINABLE

P

reviously, simple alternative pieces promoted by young designers are now
posing a major challenge for the entire industry, with their mission of more
sustainable, measured consumption.

It’s an ethical turning point that’s now reflected in several iconic brands on the market,
served by increasingly innovative collections. The natural or recycled fibers of today are
inspiring the lingerie of tomorrow.

1/ Antigel (Groupe Lise Charmel) 2/ Paloma Casile 3/Maison Lejaby 4/ Chantelle
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The Lise Charmel Group offers sustainable products
manufactured to the very highest industry standards, designed
using a rigorous selection of ultra-premium materials that
comply with strict European norms. Lise Charmel cares
about the evolution of the textile industry toward greater
sustainability, and thus selects suppliers who, like the group,
are committed to saving the planet by favoring renewable
resources, through sustainable initiatives: the development
of new fabrics using recycled materials (produced from
regenerated raw materials: industrial waste -in fibers and
polymers – that comes exclusively from the production cycle
of the firm that makes this Global Recycled Standard-certified
yarn), materials that are bio-sourced or that have a low impact
on the environment; a reduction or even elimination of the
use of water in the manufacturing, dyeing, and printing
processes of fabrics; the use of solar energy and renewable
energies in making fabrics; and the selection of local channels
to reduce our carbon footprint. To promote these efforts to
move toward greater eco-awareness, the group has created a
specific “Eco Sensible” label. It is placed on their products in
order to inform consumers on the type of materials used.
The “Eco Affinité” range offers a mix of ultra-sophisticated
materials, using a tulle made from “Reco Nylon” recycled
polyamide, promising comfort and superb fit, a knit made
from “Q-Nova” recycled polyamide yarn for the back of

PALOMA CASILE
Somewhere between traditional style and a rock’n’roll spirit,
the Paloma Casile brand reflects its designer, with pieces
imagined, designed, and made by an exceptionally skilled team
in their Parisian workshop. This brand uses intelligent textile
cutting. The re-use of textile scraps, particularly from elastic
straps to create bracelet, choker, and harness accessories, has
allowed them to reduce their textile waste by half, with the
largest scraps being saved and used to make mix-and-match
limited editions. This is French lingerie that is singularly
focused on helping women rediscover their desire to love
themselves, using eco-friendly materials, all the way down to
the metal on the bejeweled details.

17
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GERMAINE DES PRÉS

brand wants to be a symbol of ethical fashion and sustainable
production. It uses natural fibers as much as possible, and
selects its materials, partners and suppliers with extreme care,
ensuring that they stand out in terms of innovation, quality,
and social and environmental sustainability.

Created in 2011 by a believer in the motto «Less Is More»,
this French brand has focused on styles featuring simple,
classic shapes, favoring top-quality fabrics and prints. For
Germaine des Prés’ customers, the allure is in the certainty that
their skin will not be in contact with endocrine disruptors,
formaldehydes, GMOs, heavy metals, ammonia, or chlorine.
Above all, GOTS certification designates manufacturing that
is easy on the environment, at all stages of production, right
up to the customer’s shopping cart. Present on all continents
at 300 retailers, Germaine panties are the result of a small
revolution that has revealed a desire for authenticity and
freedom, like their homewear collections that symbolize a
certain a French art of living.

OLLY
Keeping in mind that it’s very difficult to find clothes,
especially underwear, that combine an ethical approach
with aesthetics, three French students decided to create their
lingerie brand, Olly (Organic & Lovely Lingerie, Yours).
Committed to «enhancing your butt without destroying the
planet», this young brand doesn’t go in for sales in general,
and Black Friday in particular, to say no to unbridled and
irrational over-consumption. To reduce their ecological
footprint and maintain a fair price, Olly refuses to create a
multitude of collections and is trying instead to offer quality
lingerie using GOTS-certified cotton.

GIRLFRIEND COLLECTIVE

1

2
3

4

This American brand recycles 25 plastic bottles for each of
its leggings, compared to 11 for its high-performance bras,
available in sizes ranging from XXS to 6XL. Committed
since 2016 to ethical manufacturing using recycled materials
such as fishing nets, Girlfriend Collective has already recycled
some 8 million bottles! But the brand’s commitment doesn’t
stop there: it recycles the water from its Oekotex dyes at the
factory to ensure that it doesn’t pollute waters, it verifies that
no child labor has been used, and makes sure that the many
hands producing their collection do so in the best possible
working conditions.

SIMPLEMENT
Elegant and responsible, Simplement is a French lingerie
brand for women in search of meaning and authenticity.
Created in Paris and manufactured in France in a top-of-therange corsetry factory, Simplement relies on a certain French
expertise that is nearly artisanal, offering a range of organic
cotton panties and bras with the GOTS label: «I decided
to create a line of organic lingerie because I couldn’t find
what I wanted to wear on the market», explains its founder
Marion Rocher. «I was convinced that the fabric we wear
next to our skin should be totally neutral toward our bodies,
without any pesticides, chemicals or allergens, or at least as
little as possible. The goal is to try to get closer to a healthy
product that is good for the body.» This designer wanted to
collaborate with WHOLE (see the focus p22-23) on a capsule
collection of panties made from 100% vegetable dyes, «the
first ever 100% natural panties».

LONELY
As part of an inclusive approach that celebrates all body types,
this brand from New Zealand includes in their collection
fabrics made from fibers such as bamboo, a cotton alternative,
grown without pesticides, using relatively little water. Offering
comfort and breathability, this fiber creates collections that
customers love for their elegant softness, making the Hollie
range a best-seller for this brand, available in a range softly
caring colors.

THESE BRANDS THAT ARE
REVOLUTIONIZING THE WORLD OF
LINGERIE

T

oday, the modern spirit is embodied by collections that respond to a real awareness of the urgency
of the planetary crisis, without ever straying from essential expertise within a manufacturing
system that places transparency and innovation more than ever at the very heart of creative
design. Designers are therefore working to develop collections using organic fibers, vegetable
dyes, and recycled or reusable packaging. This is a movement we approve of at the Salon International de la
Lingerie, for the beauty of the hands that work on them, as well as their style.

NÉNÉS PARIS
For Nénés Paris, making sustainable lingerie is not
incompatible with being sexy; so, this young French brand has
reinvented the industry in a circular manner, reusing for its
two annual collections the ends of fabric rolls and scraps of
fabric produced by the textile industry, as well as used plastic
bottles. These recycled materials are (re)transformed into lace,
tulle or solid fabrics...This is 100% European manufacturing
for lingerie made from 100% recycled fibers. A great challenge
for Nénés Paris, which encourages its customers to become «a
sex bomb without blowing up the planet».

5
6

OSCALITO
Truly committed to authenticity, Oscalito still offers
collections today that are entirely produced in Turin, from
their design to the finishing touches. This 100% Made in Italy

1/ Olly 2/ Néné Paris 3/ Girlfriend Collective 4/ Germaine des Prés 5/ Oscalito 6/ Simplement
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An interview with
Jina Luciani, the founder of Occidente
__ How was Occidente created?
J.L. Before we started, it took us two years of
research and development to move forward on a
sound basis with a transparent manufacturing
system. In 2008, organic was not really
understood by the public in terms of fashion;
we had to explain several times that our
collections were not edible. We were just at the
beginning of the eco-sustainable movement
that is growing today, to our absolute delight.
After an international career with brands that
mass-produced lingerie at a frenetic pace, I moved
to the South of France to create something different.
I imagined an intimate wardrobe more consistent
with the spirit of the times, which was already moving
toward a more serene lifestyle. I have surrounded myself
with a team of people willing to work in this direction:
more sensitive to the environment and to the venerable
expertise that was being lost. There was this collective
will to resurrect an excellent industry that was gradually
disappearing from the Côte d’Azur.
__ How has your evolution manifested itself?
J.L. We have advanced in terms of product categories
because we started essentially with loungewear and soft
lingerie pieces. We realized as we went along that women
wanted more elaborate lingerie. So we had to look for
recycled underwire to maintain our initial guidepost
of total purity in all our manufacturing elements. In
2014, we were thus able to create a much more complete
wardrobe, even including organically sourced silks,
which provide for the proper treatment of silkworms.
Our collections have evolved in terms of finesse and
functionality, while maintaining the same sustainable
ethics and social commitment.

1

OCCIDENTE

__ What do you mean by social commitment?
J.L. The social dimension of our commitment has
always been very important. We have started to produce
small series here at Peymeinade, but the larger series
are manufactured in a workshop in Marseille that
complies with French standards and employs people in
rehabilitation, under proper working conditions. We
care about the social aspect of things and about local
development, with sourcing of local or nearby materials
and fabrics. We have also reduced our travels to promote
the brand. Though our products are present all over the
world, this continues to be exceptional because we’re
not in a process of export overselling. We must remain
consistent with our initial concept of an authentic and
modern brand inspired by a balance of elements. It
is now up to us consumers to find and maintain this
balance.

100% Made in the South of France

W

ith more than 10 years of expertise in the design and development of
eco-friendly lingerie, the Occidente brand is one of the pioneering
brands to have chosen a slow-fashion approach.

The flagship material in its collections, GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard)certified Occidente cotton is grown without pesticides, GMOs or chemical fertilizers,
and the dyes are Oekotex certified, with the short-term goal of being guaranteed organic.
The choice of French manufacturing reflects a desire to preserve all the expert skill
inherent in a high-end creation, using exceptional fabrics.
1-2/ Occidente

20
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THE “WHOLE” CONCEPT

1

2

3

4

YESTERDAY’S VEGETABLE DYES ARE
TODAY’S SOLUTION FOR TOMORROW

O

ffering one’s skin the best for one’s body and for the planet is a major goal for many today.
Even if the textile industry is ingenious in providing answers to the growing consumer demand
for sustainable collections, it is no easy task to become totally free of certain manufacturing
processes.

For example, the fashion industry may very well be the third largest consumer of irrigation water in the world.
In the finishing phase, which includes dyeing, it uses a lot of synthetic dyes that pollute waters and are also
partly found in the finished garments. However, in the interest of eco-friendly design, there are companies
that can minimize the environmental impact of textile dyeing, with a return to age-old techniques such as
vegetable dyeing. It’s a sort of return to a promising future, even if still somewhat under the radar.

1/ Simplement + Whole 2-3-4/ Whole
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Positioned as a philosophy and a way
of life, WHOLE is a French eco-friendly
manufacturer and textile design studio. Both a
brand and a workshop for design, manufacturing
and 100% vegetable dyeing made in Paris, this
brand uses ecological or organic fabrics and yarns,
dyed in an artisanal manner using fresh and dried
plants and vegetable extracts. Eager to share this
innovative yet ancestral way of creating colors
that are safe for humans and the environment, its
founder Aurélia Wolff will present her work at the
O.R.G.A.N.I.C space at the Salon de la Lingerie
with an introductory workshop.

Earth to grow indigo plants. Although the process can be
easily industrialized, everything needs to be rethought in
terms of textile production.
__ Do you also collaborate with lingerie
brands?
A.W. Since natural dyeing does not work on polyester nor
polyamide, it remains difficult to dye underwear naturally.
We were able to collaborate with Simplement because
their panties are made from 100% organic cotton. One can
also consider dyeing silk or linen, but it is somewhat more
complicated. There could potentially be a lot of demand
from the world of lingerie because these are garments
worn intimately next to the skin, and plants provides extra
delicateness in terms of the approach and the shades of
color. For Simplement, we have opted for rosé and sand
tones made from avocado and rhubarb. But we may very
well consider making black: it requires a lot more dye, but
it’s still possible.

__ Why choose vegetable dyes?
Aurélia Wolff. Our work revolves around the search for
botanical and contemporary colors, which stand apart
through their look and obviously through the ecological
commitment we’re pursuing. What is interesting about
plant-based colors is the plurality, harmony and richness
of the tones, which provide a lot of depth and vibration.
Synthetic dyes reduced to their single molecule can provide
only a one color. Vegetable dyeing generally enhances the
fiber since it is often derived from medicinal plants that are
often non-toxic and has certain virtues that add value to the
fabric. Beyond the impact on the environment, which is, of
course, not at all the same, the impact on consumer welfare
is not to be underestimated.
Faced with environmental issues, we will have to find other
ways of making color than from hydrocarbon-derived
sources, which are known to be non-renewable. We already
know how to make natural extracts that can be used as
traditional dye powders. There is a lot of research going on
today on optimizing dyeing processes. Perhaps there will
be advances that will allow vegetable dye to be extended
further.

__ How do you identify the
right plants?
A.W. S ince it’s a truly ancient
technique, vegetable dyeing is well
documented. It was during my reading
and research that I began to experiment
with several plants, such as avocado,
which offered results I wouldn’t have
expected. At the Salon de la Lingerie
workshop, we will offer visitors the
opportunity to try avocado-peel dye
which, unexpectedly provides pretty shades of pink. It is
certainly not a local plant, but considering the volume of its
imports into France, we recycle its waste.
I recommend reading the works of Michel Garcia and
Élisabeth Dumont, and suggest consulting the book I
published in 2018, «Teintures végétales» (Vegetable Dyes)
published by Eyrolles. It’s a practical guide that mixes
recipes and theory, history and inspirations, exploring the
rich world of vegetable dyes, and guides you in trying your
hand at playing with the palettes offered by nature.

__ What is the main goal of your workshop?
A.W. We want to introduce professionals to vegetable
dyeing and make bespoke products for individuals and for,
or with, brands, but I select projects because I can’t produce
in large quantities, since we’re a small company. We receive
many requests, but I don’t intend to be just a dye house for
other brands: I’m thinking about how to create textiles with
this constraint of vegetal color. The idea is to show that it’s
possible to exist business-wise by making medium-sized runs
and not just single niche pieces. The supply of plants remains
an important issue because if, for example, all jeans had to
be dyed with plants, there would not be enough room on

__ What are your future plans?
A.W. We have been recognized as “Parisculteurs” winners,
and alongside WHOLE, we’re going to create a dye-plant
garden in the 13th arrondissement of Paris to continue to
take this movement forward. We have been fortunate enough
to interest people in a successful fundraising campaign that
will allow us to launch this project in the Spring of 2020. A
workshop building will also be constructed there, where we
will offer other types of seminars.
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HERE’S A SMALL SUMMARY OF THE LABELS THAT
LINGERIE BRANDS OFTEN CLAIM

1

LABELS AND CERTIFICATIONS IN THE
TEXTILE INDUSTRY

I

n 2019, 60% of French people* considered it urgent to act to save the planet, believing that we must
totally rethink our economic system. And so, 67% of them changed how they do things on an everyday
basis in order to reduce the impact of their consumption, particularly to protect the planet. The level
of purchases of sustainable products is progressing, with an overall reconnection of the consumer with
the world around them, including the major factor of guaranteeing the protection of the planet (38%).
Though second-hand purchases are increasing, this is an impossible proposition in terms of lingerie; it
is thus essential to commit to identifying the right products. But how can one be sure that they’re truly
sustainable? A lack of clarity and transparency in the product offer, as well as the multitude of labels and
designations, complicates matters somewhat: 64% of French people believe that it’s increasingly difficult to
be properly informed, and only 17% of them trust information that brands provide to them.
Inspired by this lack of transparency, two young French women have developed an app that
seeks to inform consumers on how their garments are made. Clear Fashion, a fashion-oriented
version of Yuka, had been downloaded 35,000 times two months after its launch on September
10, 2019. With a goal of creating a civic tool, Rym Trabelsi and Marguerite Dorangeon have
already listed over 70 brands on their app (including the two young brands Olly Lingerie and
Madame porte la culotte), with data that is publicly available. In order to evaluate a garment, this launch
version of the app analyzes its composition, special labels or designations, and the brand’s practices. The
app provides an overall score per garment, as well as detailed information for each theme: environment, the
human factor, health, and animal use.

GOTS: GLOBAL ORGANIC
TEXTILE STANDARD

ŒKO-TEX STANDARD 100

FABRICATION FRANÇAISE

The GOTS label was launched in 2006
and seeks to guarantee strict criteria
throughout all stages of production,
harvest, and manufacturing. The
requirements for obtaining this
designation are numerous:

This “confidence in textiles” designation
ensures the absence or only infinitesimal
presence of toxic chemical products
within a textile product. Since 1992,
the Oeko-tex institute has developed
test criteria to guarantee the non-use of
several chemical products. Since their
launch, around a hundred products
have been added to the list of products
harmful to health, but not yet regulated
by law. The Oeko-tex label divides
products into 4 categories. The closer
the textile’s contact with the skin, the
stricter the classification criteria.

This logo signifies that a product has been
manufactured or woven in France. This
label is important in terms of knowing
where fabric has been made. Please note,
this does not mean that the fibers were
produced in France but certifies that the
textile has been woven in France. This
label is increasingly popular in France: 3
out of 4 French people** are prepared to
pay more for a product made in France,
with 95% of them considering that they
are supporting the domestic industry,
and 92% of them wanting to be informed
of this through specific labeling.

• A product that carried the GOTS
label must contain at least 95% organic
fibers certified according to national or
international standards. Comparatively
speaking, a product bearing the label
“made using organic fibers” must contain
at least 70% certified organic fibers.
• During fiber processing, heavy metals,
aromatic solvents, GMO products, and
their enzymes are prohibited. The use
of synthetic primers is strictly limited,
and whitening agents must be oxygen
and not chlorine-based, as is typical.
For printed textiles, the use of aromatic
solvents, PVC, and phthalates is strictly
off-limits.
• All producers must have a stated environmental policy that seeks to minimize waste and discharges.
• In addition, to obtain this certification, textile goods must be transported
within packaging that does not contain
PVC.
• Social and human criteria are also
taken into consideration. Textile processors and manufacturers must comply
with the social criteria set by the basic
standards of the International Labor
Organization (ILO). In particular, they
must fulfill baseline social standards.

• Product I classification: items for
babies and small children, up to 3 years
of age (underwear, onesies, clothing,
bedding, toweling, etc.)
• Product classification II: items worn
next to the skin (underwear, bedding,
T-shirts, hosiery, etc.)
• Product classification III: items used
without direct skin contact (jackets,
coats, etc.)
• Product classification IV: consumable
materials
(curtains,
tablecloths,
upholstery, etc.)
One of the prerequisites for the
certification of products, according to
the OEKO-TEX 100 STANDARD is
that different components of an item
must meet the requested criteria. The
upper fabric, for example, but also the
sewing thread, lining, prints, etc., as well
as the non-textile accessories, such as
buttons, zippers, etc. are included in this.

GOTS certification is totally independent from any supply chain.

1/ Cucu la praline

*GreenFlex-ADEME 2019 Barometer of sustainable consumption
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HOSIERY,
AN UP-AND-DOWN MARKET!

I

n a very challenging time for the lingerie industry, hosiery is doing quite well.
Over time, tights and socks have become essential fashion accessories for styling
an outfit. Socks to match a tie or combined with pumps, flashy tights to brighten
up a look, graphics to enhance your lovely legs...These accessories, once intimate,
are now proudly on display. Yet they’re difficult to deal with: orphaned socks or
tights with runs in them are part of the daily lives of millions of frustrated consumers.
When we know that our grandmothers were able to keep their stockings for years,
today, we should indeed question their massive obsolescence, which encourages too
many purchases: 8 billion pairs are sold worldwide every year.
The “Halte à l’Obsolescence Programmée (HOP)” (“Stop Programmed Obsolescence”)
association has carried out a survey of the hosiery market and thus highlights both
economic and ecological problems. The results are edifying*; in 72% of cases, tights are
used no more than 6 times (even 3 times, for 40% of users), and 104 million pairs are
thrown away each year in France, i.e. 7,315 tons of non-recycled waste. This has a real
impact on the planet, which is felt right from the moment the garments are made. It
takes no less than 14,000 kilometers of yarn and 750 liters of water to produce a single
pair of conventional tights.
Polluting in terms of its manufacture, durability and recycling, pantyhose are no
stranger to fashion’s second place ranking as the most polluting industry on the planet.
However, more sustainable alternatives are possible. As in lingerie, sustainability and ecoresponsibility no longer stand in the way of fashion. More and more brands – whether
young designer or iconic names - are trying to envision stockings with original designs that
are more sustainable and kinder to the planet. A step ahead in eco-friendly consumption,
the Nordic countries are paving the way to a whole new method of producing, using, and
recycling hosiery. Here’s a focus on two young Scandinavian brands: Swedish Stockings
and Dear Deniers.

1

*According to a survey conducted by HOP in March 2018, of 3,090 respondents who wear hosiery...

1/ Swedish Stockings
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SWEDISH STOCKINGS
Born out of a real awareness of the impact of hosiery on the planet, the Swedish Stockings brand is the
result of a passionate commitment by two Swedish women to make tights more environmentally friendly.
As proof of this, they decided to recycle the yarns from tights to make new ones, thus creating a zero-waste
brand whose workshops are powered by solar energy.
For the second time this year, Swedish Stockings expands their Innovations, this time to feature highquality stockings made from recycled PET bottles and upcycled cotton: Polly Innovation Tights. 24 PET
bottles have been recycled to create a pair of Polly, available in two colors - a bold sea blue and a classic
black. “These new products represent much more a simple pair of tights made from recycled materials;
they encompass a whole concept of re-thinking and re-using what already exists. We’re the first hosiery
brand to recycle PET bottles, but hopefully we won’t be the last. This is not the definitive solution to our
usage and waste problems, but it certainly is a step in the
right direction. We want people to reconsider what everyday
products are made of, and what potential they have to be
made of recycled materials. We take the whole lifecycle into
BUT WHAT CAN
perspective by producing sustainably and having a recycling
BE DONE WITH
option for end-of-use. These products can be recycled in
our recycling club!” — Linn Frisinger, Founder and CEO,
OUR TIGHTS OR
Swedish Stockings.
PANTYHOSE THAT

HAVE RUNS IN THEM?

DEAR DENIER
Dear Denier is Nordic design at its best. The brand wants
to contribute to a sustainable disruption of the hosiery
industry. Their mission is to design and produce socks and
stockings for modern women in an unconventional way by
challenging the industry’s bad habits and ingrained patterns
when it comes to material selection and manufacturing.
They use sustainable materials such as recycled nylon and
fully traceable natural fibers such as Egyptian cotton, Italian
silk, and cashmere when producing socks and tights at their
zero-waste factories in Italy. Created in 2012 to challenge
an industry with an example of what can be done, Dear
Deniers has been all about creating a sustainable upheaval in
the hosiery industry. As the only company in Denmark and
one of very few hosiery brands in the world to work with
recycled nylon and use sustainable manufacturing, Dear
Denier’s product line is entirely sustainable.

1

FIORE
Another illustration of this quest for eco-sustainability is
Polish brand FIORE, which recycles polyamide waste and
sends it to a company specialized in car-seat upholstery. The
brand also seeks to completely eliminate plastic from the
outer packaging of its products for online shop customers.

Recycling is increasingly a battle
that must be fought to preserve
our planet. According to the HOP
study, only 10% of consumers
deposit their used tights in a
recycling or collection terminal.
There are some positive alternatives
to this, such as Swedish Stockings
and its Recycling Club, which
collects used tights for recycling,
offering a discount on the website
in exchange.
On the other hand, upcycling
or DIY are other good options.
Homemade
sponges,
hair
accessories, cloths…it really is
possible to give a second life to
your pantyhose by using them for
something else.

FISHING FOR SOCKS WITH A-DAM
Founded in 2014 by 5 friends from Amsterdam, A-dam offers a wide range of socks in bright colors,
decorated here and there with high-quality embroidery. Made from recycled fishing nets recovered from
the ocean floor, their socks are now among the most sustainable on the planet. Their blend with GOTScertified cotton creates an ultra-soft fabric with a luxurious look and feel.
2

3
1/ Dear Denier 2/ Fiore 3/ A-dam
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GREEN NIGHT & DAY

B

ig names in sleepwear and loungewear are also being impacted by the need
to develop sustainable styles, for garments that are comfortable by definition.

At Designer of the Year EBERJEY, we find mostly modal, a cellulose fiber made from
wood pulp, which is dissolved in a natural, non-toxic solvent. Here’s a small overview of
green initiatives from brands at the show.

1

2
3

AMBASSADOR
To satisfy fans of truly exceptional nightwear, this Danish
brand endeavors to offer a premium-quality annual
collection. Since 1867, Ambassador has remained faithful to
a certain level of craftsmanship, masterful handiwork, and
in-house expertise. All their garments are made in factories
that respect strict, certified standards, for their employees
and the environment, with a rigorous selection of sustainable
fabrics. And so, the 2020 collection showcases 100% organic
cotton for caring comfort.

4

thermoregulating material that’s lightweight and soft, for
luxurious, comfortable sustainability.
MAX MARA LEISURE
From Patagonia to the Amazon River, the Max Mara Leisure
F/W 2020 collection is a tribute to the vast open landscapes
of South America, which inspire clothes with soft colors
and timeless shapes, in natural materials that are a portrait
of laid-back lifestyles. These perfectly designed pieces are
mainly in soft-feel jersey, in which the warmth of cashmere
alternates with merino wool and alpaca, with sophisticated
textures that mimic the matte, rough and polished effects of
the granite rocks of Cerro Torre and the bark of the trees.
This universe of balanced items combines to create practical
looks composed of layered materials and invisible details,
able to guarantee maximum wearability.

CALIDA
With their 100% NATURAL collection in TENCELTM
Cradle-to-Cradle CertifiedTM Lyocell, CALIDA presents
a genuine innovation in sustainability: their first-ever totally
compostable products, made in a closed loop, using cellulose
from sustainably managed forests, in conditions that are
particularly respectful of the environment. 100% CO2 –
neutral biogas used in its production comes from Swiss
sources. It all creates a true feeling of wellbeing, and not just
on the skin.

5

ZIMMERLI OF SWITZERLAND
Swiss luxury brand Zimmerli of Switzerland has remained
true to its values since 1871, always committing itself to
attaining the highest possible level of quality. Sustainability,
Swiss manufacturing using high-quality materials, lasting
wellness, and innovation are the key concepts guiding each
collection. Each piece that emerges from their workshops
is a unique, handmade item. Free of harmful substances
and truly safe, every aspect of their collection is certified
according to STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®. As
a partner of the MADE IN GREEN by OEKO-TEX®
Community, Zimmerli of Switzerland fulfills the strictest
social and ecological criteria, guaranteeing our clients total
transparency at every stage of production. This season’s
array of bold and muted colors fosters exciting combinations
between their different ranges, creating beautifully balanced
sensuality, elegance, and comfort.

HANRO
Unlike many of its competitors, HANRO knits and dyes
its fabric itself. Wastewater from production is reused in a
closed loop system. The rest of the wastewater is released
into Lake Constance after treatment. All HANRO products
are STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®-certified. This is
the most important certification for fabrics worn next to
the skin. HANRO selects suppliers according to balanced
economic, ecological, and social criteria: OEKO-TEX®
certification is a prerequisite. This means that all elements
of HANRO products – like fabrics, sewing threads, panels,
printed fabrics, buttons, or zippers – meet these criteria. Inhouse fabric production in Austria is STeP by OEKO-TEX®certified. The production site is also certified in accordance
with the newest Global Organic Textile Standard (G.O.T.S.)
for sustainability. This Austrian brand has developed a new
generation of nightwear, with its Natural Comfort range
made from 100% TENCELTM Lyocell fibers, a breathable,

1/Ambassador 2/ Hanro 3/ Calida 4/ Max Mara Leisure 5/ Zimmerli of Switzerland
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PYJAMAS ON TREND

HANRO
A real boyfriend look is here for this Austrian brand, which
is offering a style in an ultra-cozy 100% brushed Austrian
cotton flannel.

When pyjamas take center stage

LAURENCE TAVERNIER
Borrowing from the world of menswear, the “Pajama” stripe
marks a return to fundamentals for the Laurence Tavernier
brand, and to its plays on Masculine/Feminine. This stripe
woven into luxurious poplin enhances the brand’s timeless
looks.

here was a time when you could chide someone on how they had let themselves go by asking
them if they’d gone out in their pyjamas today. Nowadays, this sleepwear piece par excellence
has, on the contrary, become a sign of total elegance, whether it’s to adorn languid domesticity
or for a day at the office. In the latter case, you naturally need to know how to pair them with
a long coat or a large cardigan, perched upon a pair of boots, beautiful heels, or comfortably ensconced in
sneakers.
Over the past few seasons, the biggest fashion designers have been inspired by the pyjamas that Coco
Chanel made famously trendy in the 1920s, with her garçonne look. The runways have since restored a
certain fashion glamour to this chicly comfortable garment, in the vein of an elegant uniform, creating
an ultra-trendy silhouette. The new chic in daytime sleepwear is reflected in the return of vintage (Mey,
Verdiani) and animal prints, as well as truly on-trend velvet (Marjolaine, Hanro, Ambassador, Zimmerli
of Switzerland, Le Chat). The world of sleepwear and loungewear is perpetuating a certain type of venerable
craftsmanship, to serve all kinds of needs, playing around with repetitive micro-prints borrowed from
men’s ties or featuring stripes (Pluto, Ambassador, B&B, Laurence Tavernier), in addition to large checks
(Hanro, Canat), which are seeing a notable, and profitable, resurgence at many brands. Pyjamas have a long
life ahead of them, at least as long as the nights we’ve always worn them for.
32

5

6

PLUTO
This Belgian brand continues to blur the boundaries between
sleep, home and leisurewear. Whether you want to take it
slow in the morning, go for a walk outside, or embrace the
serenity of the night, this collection is a versatile ensemble of
carefully designed styles that are easy to combine.

7

8

1-2/ Hanro 3/ Laurence Tavernier 4/ Pluto 5/ B&B 6/ Mey 7/ Le Chat 8/ Verdiani 9/ Canat
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LINGERIE FOR ALL WOMEN

T

hough Jean-Paul Gaultier was the first to seek out unusual models to highlight
his creativity, we are now seeing an increasing number of brands promoting
the universal nature of style by placing the uniqueness of all women front and
center.

1/ Fleur of England 2/ Rosa Faia 3/ Baiser Volé 4/ Freya 5/ Edge O’Beyond

First, it was a matter of distancing themselves from stereotypes based on extreme
thinness, gradually making a place for “plus-size” models, first on the runways, then,
featuring varying levels of curves, in ad campaigns. A shift in perspective has made its
way throughout the world of fashion, which has challenged it in terms of its ability to
spotlight this new perspective on feminine allure. The lingerie and swimwear industries
are also taking on this “democratic” evolution, reinventing the rules of glamour and
generously, sensually speaking to all women.
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THE GROWTH IN INCLUSIVE LINGERIE

A

ccording to the Fashion Report, New York Fashion Week last September advocated diversity
as never before, gathering on the catwalks 68 plus-size models for 19 shows. In Paris, several
designers have echoed this (r)evolution by parading size-42 models, such as Jill Kortleve,
chosen in 2019 by H&M to promote its swimwear line. As the ambassador of body-positivism,
this Dutch top model has walked for Mugler in a transparent dress and black lingerie: a modern fashion
silhouette that confirms what the lingerie industry has been developing for several seasons in favor of
inclusive glamour.
Though techniques and fabrics have been moving in the direction of a new lingerie, the final product offer has
not yet become sufficiently democratized to be considered global. For iconic brands, it’s always a question
of satisfying all each woman, respecting her differences and uniqueness, and by ensuring the proper stretch
capacity of each material, guaranteeing the comfort that the consumer expects. For all women. We thus
find at these top-of-the-range brands an increasing range of sizes adapted to various body types, creating
beautiful corsetry for all types of feminine allure and desire.

EMPREINTE
A pioneer in seamless lingerie, Empreinte has been designing,
crafting, and innovating since 1946 to support large-busted, sensual
beauty. Creating exceptional corsetry, combining unequalled
comfort and support, French-style aesthetics and elegance,
Empreinte styles invite women to feel good... and more. Its INPULSE range is enriched with ALLURE, a new collection featuring
a sporty-chic design, offering a real technological feat that combines
innovation and emotion. With their luxurious French Leavers lace,
lace maker Sophie Hallette manages to create sumptuous lace that
Empreinte amplifies into invisible lingerie. Empreinte is proud to
be the first to mold this exceptional material into a cup, the most
delicate and finest in the world. Nearly 3 years were required to
develop this innovation and control deformation at high depths
without damaging the material.
From now on, the rarest and most precious lace made on age-old
looms will enrich Empreinte’s range of invisibles. ALLURE is
a complete collection (bra, briefs, tops and bottoms) created to
combine comfort and beauty, at home and on the go. Because each
woman has the right to feel beautiful and light, because beautiful
cleavage or delicate lace can be enough to regain your confidence
and find your self-esteem, Empreinte gives all women this ultimate
freedom: the freedom to be yourself.
SIMONE PÉRÈLE
Recently appointed to Simone Pérèle’s artistic leadership, Maud
Friocourt has been entrusted with the venerable mission of
beautifying women’s bodies to give them greater confidence. «Selfesteem is a form of beauty that never fades,» Simone Pérèle would
have said. With its different ranges available sometimes up to an
H-cup, depending on the style, this avant-garde brand pursues
the philosophy of its founder, whose aim was to create underwear
that enhances all women’s figures, with lace and other comfortable
materials and cups for all shapes and sizes.
WACOAL
Do you have a voluptuous bust, you love precious lingerie, and you
want to highlight your femininity in your underwear? We truly
understand! Discover Wacoal, the brand known worldwide for its
luxurious lingerie dedicated to generous busts, sold in 70 countries
and whose growing success is amply justified.
Wacoal offers lingerie that is innovative, refined, ultra-feminine and
reflects the women of today, all up to a 115H. A voluptuous bust
should be made even more beautiful and shaped with a good, highquality, glamorous bra. But you should know that Wacoal also caters
to small and medium-sized busts. Show off your assets, be yourself,
and be daring! This brand offers a range of bra shapes for each of
its collections, to satisfy all needs and desires: push-ups to visually
increase bust volume, underwired to fit perfectly, balconette bras
to enhance your cleavage...And for a truly sublime coordinated set,
Wacoal also offers several shapes of bottoms: boyshorts, thongs,
tangas, bikini briefs, etc. With Wacoal, take charge of your shape
and your feminine allure, and give yourself the lingerie you deserve!

At the heart of the rue de Montmartre, you
can’t miss Martine Meimoun’s candy-pink
shop. Opened in 1987, “Un amour de lingerie”
offers a wide choice of major brands, with a
specialty that has made its reputation: large
cup sizes!

5

«I remember a time when Barbara brought out
a collection up to an F cup, and we wondered
who we were going to sell it to! Simone Pérèle
had also developed a D+ line, but it was too
soon; nowadays, it’s much too small! In 30 years,
I’ve seen the market evolve with more and more
young women that have large busts; I have clients
who wear an 85J, or even larger, with natural
breasts (I hardly see any breast reconstruction
anymore). It’s still hard for them to find nice
lingerie adapted to their needs because French
brands don’t cover those sizes yet: there’s
Chantelle, PrimaDonna, which offers lovely
collections in more sizes, with expertise, up to
J cups. English brand Elomi (Wacoal) has no
real competition in this sector: they start at a
G and go up to an O, with very nice styles at
an affordable price. At Freya (again from the
Wacoal group), there is a product offer aimed
mainly at younger women.
Of course, I sell more B or C cups than J cups.
However, a woman who wears a J cup will buy 4
bras from me, whereas the others will only buy
one. I meet so many women who are upset that
they can’t find a selection that fits their needs,
in the true sense of the word. They don’t know
where to go to find their size; a lack of promotion
and distribution prevents them from accessing
this product offer that does exist. Just remember
that it takes real expertise to make a large cup
size, and that can’t be done on the cheap.
I would like to meet these young brands moving
the market toward a more representative set of
sizes, particularly for these new young women
who have small backs, but large cup sizes.”

1/ Chantelle 2/ Simone Pérèle 3/ Empreinte 4/ Wacoal 5/ Freya 6/ PrimaDonna
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BAISER VOLÉ
Because they love your curves, this brand from the French PMC Lingerie
group offers brilliantly designed collections from 90D through 115F.
Baiser Volé champions bold, confident lingerie that resonates with fashion
trends, offering perfect comfort and support, all at affordable prices.
ELOMI
This brand from the Wacoal group stands out with its rather unique
positioning, offering plus-size lingerie that features excellent comfort,
effortless support, and remarkable design, all up to an O cup! A true
benchmark brand for fuller busts, Elomi offers women a wide range of
products, including styles that come in different shapes (even in bandeau
styles), all with a unique, sexy touch that’s sure to make our truly
demanding curves even more beautiful.

2
3

PANACHE
With seven ranges sold in 53 countries, Panache Lingerie positions
itself as one of the top designers and makers of D+ lingerie. For over 30
years now, this British brand has enjoyed an excellent reputation due to
its commitment to fabulous fit, its technical prowess, and offering value
for money, making the greatest array of its most innovative and creative
collections affordable for as many women as possible. The new Embrace
collection from the Sculptresse range offers comfortable glamour for every
day: this is modern style, with an underwire-free bralette featuring ultratrendy lace, available up to an H cup.

1

I’VE GOT BOOBS. SO WHAT?!

T

hough it’s true that, for the past few years, bra cup sizes have been creeping
up earlier in the lives of women, it’s still no easy task to combine comfort,
support, and beauty for women who aren’t familiar with the special product
offer made just for them.

PARFAIT
Right out of the starting gate in 2010, this California brand wore its
heart on its sleeve: it sought to offer all women, from the slimmest to the
curviest, uniquely beautiful and comfortable lingerie that’s truly focused
on women’s needs. From the most basic style to the most sophisticated,
this brand offers quality and support, from 80A through to 115K. All
kinds of shapes are offered, with or without underwire. The same goes for
bottoms: there’s something for everyone, in all sizes (from XS through
to 4XL). Quickly gaining fans through women’s media, Parfait lingerie
soon became a favorite with celebrities such as Sharon Stone, Sofia
Vergara, Nicki Minaj, among others…For the F/W 2020 season, their
new silhouettes offer both beauty and comfort, with the use of complex
interlacing, stretch satin, and soft modal.
SANS COMPLEXE
A specialist in voluptuous silhouettes for over 20 years now, this French
brand from the Wolf Lingerie group combines corsetry expertise, novelty,
and creativity, all for busts from cup sizes C through G. In 2019, Sans
Complexe celebrated the 15th anniversary of its best-selling Arum style,
placing their customers at the center of its new digital campaign: “I’ve got
boobs. So what?!” Because you can have a large bust and want to feel good
in your own skin and show off your feminine allure, this brand wants to
support women with humor and lightheartedness, encouraging them to
get over their hang-ups so they can live boldly with truly alluring lingerie.
This brand thus encourages them to join the #JeKillMonComplexe
movement with the hashtags #jaidesseinsetalors #jesuissanscomplexe and
#sanscomplexelingerie on social media @sanscomplexe_lingerie.

1/ Sans Complexe 2/ Elomi 3/ Panache 4/ Rosa Faia 5/ Parfait
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ANITA
Because every year in France around 55,000 women have their
lives turned upside down by a breast cancer diagnosis, Anita
wants to help them regain their femininity. To give them a sense
of well-being and security, they have created the Anita Care
line. Based on many years of experience and collaboration with
women living with cancer, this German brand is now the Breast
Care specialist, developing not only bras, breast prostheses,
and other special post-operative products, but also appropriate
swimwear. With their high necklines, modest armholes, and
high-quality materials for exceptional lightness and strength,
their bikinis and swimsuits allow women true freedom.

1

COMFORTING LINGERIE

B

ecause valuing all women is a mission that knows no exception, the show’s teams are committed
to supporting women in all circumstances. When some of them have had their lives turned upside
down by essential surgeries, they’re offered increasingly refined and elegant lingerie that goes
beyond mere restorative support.

Considering that breast cancer is the most common cancer in the female population, the Salon International
de la Lingerie and Interfilière Paris are joining forces to contribute to research and defeat this disease. The
ARC Foundation is funded exclusively by the generosity of the public; only the support of its donors
enables it to carry out its research. As part of Eurovet’s solidarity initiative, for each show ticket purchased, €1 will be donated
to the ARC Foundation, to benefit breast cancer research.
42
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LE JOURNAL INTIME
This is a story about our background in compression garments
after plastic surgery. We have put our medical experience to
use, creating fashion brand Le Journal Intime. The essential
fabric used in all Le Journal Intime collections is PowerNet.
This hi-tech material provides professional-level compression,
which is necessary for specialized medical products, including
post-surgery garments. PowerNet’s structure leaves 60%
of skin open and breathing, while creating the necessary
corrective pressure to lift the wearer’s natural curves, smooth
the body surface, and form the desired alluring silhouette.
Recommended by breast-care specialists.

CHANTELLE
A family business since 1876, Chantelle has fashioned for
itself unique and precious expertise: pieces of exceptional
quality, creations with a couture spirit, designed and developed
in France. This venerable craftsmanship stems not only from
expertise and technical skill, but also from the sharing and
transmission of a passion from one generation to the next.
Drawing on this heritage to design meticulously well-fitting
lingerie, Chantelle puts its manufacturing secrets to work for
the beauty of women who are comfortable in their feminine
skin. With its «Merci Réconfort» line, the brand offers a soft
and comfortable bra featuring memory foam cups, without
underwire, to limit any risk of irritation. An internal pocket
can accommodate a prosthesis, with a covering that allows for
a natural effect, to feel confident.

MAISON LEJABY
With its Adage line, Maison Lejaby presents a range that
meets everyday needs for comfort, naturalness and softness
to the touch and when worn. This is an innovative line made
entirely of clean-cut stretch cotton with stretch cotton lace,
which gently cares for a woman’s body. This range presents the
first-ever bra from this brand designed for women affected by
cancer: a post-operative shape developed with the utmost care
in terms of finishes and functionality.

FAJATE
A leader in compression garments in Colombia, Fajate was
born out of two sisters’ desire to bring medical shapewear
closer to fashion. Their compression fabrics and post-operative
products are all certified (Iso 9001, Invima, Basc, Oea) and
recognized for their high technical quality. Their materials
(Spandex, Powernet) release beneficial active ingredients such
as vitamin E or gingko biloba, using VivelTex technology.
This specialized brand, present on the American continent, in
Europe, and in Asia, offers an underwire-free bra that is perfect
for the healing phase. Its central fastening facilitates good
posture and provides the right level of compression, and it also
helps to re-center the chest and reduce edema..

MEGAMI
Eager to reinvent post-operative lingerie, Megami is committed
to offering styles adapted to any issues women may face in this
domain. Rejecting the reductive label of medical lingerie, this
young British brand proclaims instead the modern spirit of
its audacious, intrepid approach that resembles the women it
adorns and celebrates. Founded in 2018 by «true gentlemen
educated in the respect and esteem of women», Megami, in
its campaigns, invites its «warriors» whose femininity has
been violated to join forces, encouraging them to be inspiring
and vibrantly beautiful. Beyond the play on words with megame (super-me), the brand, with its collections, conveys the
Japanese origin of its name “Megami”: goddess.

1/ Megami 2/ Maison Lejaby 3/ Chantelle 4/ Le Journal Intime 5/ Anita Care
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YOU HAVE A MESSAGE

S

ince we’ve made T-shirts and sweatshirts the banners of our moods and state of
mind with messages and slogans, several designers have decided to make lingerie
a way to reflect our moods. To encourage a sacred belief and a desire for wellbeing. And to feel better.

HENRIETTE H
Driven by an eroticism sewn with white thread and embroidered with red thread, Henriette H has been
offering, since 2014, personalized panties with embroidery that is alternately bold, naughty, or poetic.
Sarah Stagliano has been imagining timeless styles to enhance feminine curves and craft flirtatious looks.
Each season, she explores new materials and shapes through a capsule collection presented like an erotic
graphic novel that tells the intimate moments of a woman or a couple, creating a sort of lovers’ give-andtake.

2
1/ Le Journal Intime 2-3-4/ Henriette H
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THE UNDERARGUMENT
Nourished by rich life experiences and her many travels,
Maïna Cissé settled in London with one goal in mind.
Since 2018, this young Franco-Ivorian woman has been
working to remind women that they must be bold strong
in their feminine identities. Feeding a great passion for
French lingerie that has always been part of her spirit,
she wanted to give lingerie the upper hand with The
Underargument, a brand that highlights all forms of
feminine expression, and, in every way, encourages
esteem of…silk.
__ How was The Underargument born?
Maïna Cissé Inspired by the «empowering» side of
what I considered beautiful lingerie, I wanted to free
women from a standard that doesn’t reflect who they are.
I didn’t want to feed this current need to be like everyone
else, but rather encourage individuality. I myself ran out
of role models when I was a child, desperately looking
for inspiration, without feeling like I was locked into a
certain style. After all these years, I’m still convinced
that we don’t need to worship someone who doesn’t
look like us.

Salon International de la Lingerie  You have a Message

2

__ Is that how your “anti-casting” for your
models happened?
M.C. Indeed, it was obvious to me that I wanted to make
my brand a platform for expression, whether it’s for my own
values or those of the women I make products for. Diversity is
not a trend, and I don’t agree that it’s a marketing tool to be
highlighted. I make lingerie for all women, from 75A to 100F,
and am looking to expand the range over time, depending on my
customers’ needs.
My campaigns and catalogues illustrate a caring philosophy,
with models chosen based on sharing; I select them based on the
story they’ve sent me in writing, and I discover them on the day
of the shoot. I publish their testimonials on my official website.
There’s a therapeutic side to all of this that I really like.
__ What are the little words you write inside
your pieces?
M.C. I wanted to create universal lingerie with a strong message
against preconceived notions in each collection. Always for and
against: For awesomeness // Against perfection, For identity
// Against stereotypes, For love // Against obliviousness,
For sexiness // Against sexism. And to remind women of this
philosophy to live every day, I’d like to remind them that they
deserve respect, that love is the only way to be right. I encourage
them to boldly proclaim their femininity without giving up
their masculine side, using transparency and very strong details,
marked with the velvet that I so love. There are so many rich
colors and surprising hues. It’s all a caress against the skin, as
well as for the eyes.

3

4

MADAME PORTE LA CULOTTE
Madame Porte la Culotte is a brand created in 2018
by a woman, for women, with the idea of bringing in a
new definition of femininity and breaking gender rules
by undermining the «sexy/not sexy» duality. Victoria
Wilson, a young woman from Nantes, has made it her
duty to develop organic cotton underwear that combines
comfort and beauty, manufactured in an ethical and
sustainable manner that respects the environment and
women’s health. With a willingness to share a certain
intimacy, and the words to say it...
__ Why did you choose this name,
Madame porte la culotte (Madame wears
the pants)?
Victoria Wilson Because, to my surprise, it wasn’t
already taken! I wanted a French name that would be
understandable internationally, a strong name but with
a touch of humor. Above all, I wanted to offer a very
specific style of panties: ultra-comfortable, with a shape
that respects feminine curves and covers the derrière.
Good old granny panties that men hate for their lack of
eroticism. And yet, what’s sexier than a woman who feels
good in her underwear?!

__ Why did you choose to include a message?
V.W. The idea was to do raise women up without it being at the
expense of men. Having worked in media firms, I’ve always liked
sharing unifying messages for useful purposes. Suffering myself
from a lack of confidence, I thought that the self-suggesting side
to positive thinking methods could be effective in a moment of
recurring intimacy. That’s why the ego-boosting messages at the
bottom of my panties are only visible to those who wear them,
with a sweet word to encourage them to accept themselves.
These messages are more like a mantra than a slogan: «My body
is perfect the way it is», «I’m happy to be who I am», «I have
extraordinary strength inside me»...Men are rather amused by
my styles, and I’ve even received requests for message underwear
for these gentlemen. I guess we all need a little pick-me-up!
__ Some women more than others?
V.W. Indeed, I’ve just released black panties with a powerful
message for abused women: «Take your place, make this world
yours». I try on my own small level to support them by donating
1% of sales to the Maison des Femmes, a unique center in SaintDenis (93) that helps vulnerable women and victims of violence.

1-2/ The Underargument 3-4/ Madame Porte la Culotte
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WHEN LINGERIE BLURS THE LINES

S

uccessively, as underwear, ready-to-wear, garment, bejeweled adornment, or
tattoo, lingerie is blurring the lines, occasionally freeing itself from its primary
function to stake a claim elsewhere, in all its corseted splendor. Enchanted by
the limitless inventiveness of upcoming collections, Vanessa Causse is delighted
with such a rebirth. Eurovet’s trendcaster has identified the major trends that will reveal
the incomparable talent of a sector that unites all kinds of expertise, as well as a stunning
level of creativity.

1
1/ Opaak 2/ Occidente 3/ Passionata 4/ Le Journal Intime
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TOWARD HYBRID LINGERIE

I

n certain collections, lingerie is breaking free from its sole supportive role and is
becoming a stand-alone garment, a true statement piece. This innovative trend
reflects an evolution toward something new that’s hard to qualify. With these truly
bold styles, the consumer must invent a new way to wear and mix-and-match it and
to highlight it as part of a strong look that makes this new type of lingerie shine. It’s a
hybrid form of lingerie that’s paving the way toward a new style for all women (Ruban
Noir), encouraging them to be daring (Opaak, Flash You and Me, Le Journal Intime).
Now, women will dare to show off their bodies in a different way, with a blend of fabrics
and techniques that are creating a new definition of underwear, which is no longer just
that (Love on the Snow, Occidente).
It’s not about simply revealing a strap or flirting with décolletage. It’s time to strut your
stuff with barely concealed feminine allure (Passionata, Undress Code, Taryn Winters,
Simone Pérèle, Chantal Thomass, Mey), using transparent effects. Women can now
show off their midriffs, adorned with a high-waisted brief (see pages 60-61), or with a
bodysuit that’s built precisely for that purpose (Paloma Casile, Jolidon). This lingerie
is no longer worn like a simple T-shirt or shaping undergarment; it has become a standalone fashion piece, with its very own, groundbreaking style, meant to be worn to excess.

1/ Opaak 2/ Les Jupons de Tess

3/ Flash You and Me 4/ Undress Code 5/ Love on the Snow 6/ Simone Pérèle 7/ Mey 8/ Taryn Winters 9/ Paloma Casile 10/ Antigel 11/ Chantal Thomass
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téphanie Weinich envisioned her brand as a mix of contemporary art and technical fabrics, for a
woman who likes to bend the rules, blending her daytime and nighttime wardrobes. Ruban Noir
crosses boundaries and sweeps away traditional lingerie style, echoing the world of sportswear and
elevating it to the level of Parisian chic. And in fact, the name of each collection sets the tone with a
bit of street poetry: « Chut Désolée Je Peux Pas Te Parler » (“Shh, Sorry, I Can’t Talk Now”), « Déjeuner
Horizontal » (“Horizontal Lunch”), « Tu Me Rends Fou » (“You Make Me Crazy”), « Chambre 611 »
(“Room 611”), and more…
The styles here favor graphic lines and minimal silhouettes, making them true fashion items that reflect the
image of an independent, timeless woman.

1

Ruban Noir is an avant-garde brand, using materials rarely employed in lingerie, with a desire to protect the
environment and women’s integrity: all their fabrics meet the Oekotex 100 standard and are hypoallergenic.
Each material is heat-bonded and laser-cut to offer new shapes that combine a modern spirit with technical
qualities, all within a ready-to-wear look that can be used for swim or sport. These are one-of-a-kind pieces
that are handmade in small series, in sizes ranging from S to XL, without any molded cups nor underwire,
yet still offering all the support of a classic bra. Here, we have a new form of lingerie that its designer wanted
just as much to be placed in the Ready-to-Wear department as in Lingerie or Activewear. Why should a
woman have to choose? And why think only in terms of Lingerie?

1-2-3-4/ Ruban Noir
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F

or the F/W 2020 season, we can observe a desire to enhance the body with new shapes, playing
around with cutouts and a juxtaposition of materials and colors, creating a more sculptural style
that offers greater visual impact. This is a truly creative rhythmic play, making lingerie a tool for
design, deconstructing the classics to invent a new form of décolletage or to re-sculpt the hips. The
palette of colors is rich, built around shades that feature warm tones, with black playing a major role. The
product offer here is elegantly saucy.

1/Judith 2/ Aubade 3/ Kiki de Montparnasse 4/ Panache 5/ Bluebella 6/ Tisja Damen 7/ Marylin 8/ E.L.F Zhou London
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BUSTIERS

N

ot a crop-top, nor a bralette, nor a simple bra, but sometimes a bit of all
three, a new garment has emerged, spurred on by a brazen, deliberate,
adventurous style of lingerie. Fastenings become limitlessly inventive,
breaking the rules, just for fun.
1/ Gonzales

2/ Jolidon 3/ Edge O’Beyond 4/ Chantal Thomass 5/ K+1% 6/ Simone Pérèle 7/ Opaak 8/ Valège 9/ Voiment 10/ Tisja Damen
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1

WACOAL
Uniquely designed, Wacoal’s collections unite all
the wonders of Japan with Western charm, creating a
winning combination and attaining their objectives in
terms of excellence and style. With Lumière Douce (Soft
Light), this Japanese brand offers a luxury collection that
takes our breath away, using delicate embroidery with
patterns inspired by the stained-glass windows of Notre
Dame Cathedral, enhanced with Swarovski crystals
added to represent a glimmer of hope for the cathedral,
whose tragic fire was the most tweeted event of 2019.

2

AUBADE
This year, Aubade invited Chinese artist Hong Wai to create
a special range that would act as a bridge between these two
cultures. Together, they redefined the boundaries between
art and lingerie. This artist and calligrapher had carte blanche
to create a floral pattern, interpreted on embroidery and lace;
it reflects the rest of the range, entitled “Encre de Chine”
(“Chinese Ink”). In this traditional Asian technique, once a
brushstroke is painted, it cannot be changed nor erased. This
namesake collection will remain a symbol for all eternity this
unprecedented, exclusive collaboration. Here, Hong Wai offers
her interpretation of sensuality and adds her Chinese heritage to
the iconic signature style of Aubade.

Salon International de la Lingerie  Inspired prints

A

t a time when we all want to give meaning to our purchases with a sustainable attitude, designers
are also thinking about bringing extra meaning into their collections with lines featuring truly
inspired patterns, celebrating a culture, a certain heritage, stunning flora, and more… These are
timeless motifs designed to last as part of our wardrobes.

3

4

VOIMENT
This young Chinese brand loves playing around with
the incongruity of certain combinations of shapes and
materials, offering truly modern collections tinged with
a highly personal poetic touch. Relying on the power of
their imagination and their unique eye, the designers
of this brand focused on the Monotropaceae, naming a
collection after it. This ghostly flower that is transparent
when born, without any pigmentation, gradually
takes on pastel tones as time goes by, depending on its
environment. Its embroidered petals are the common
thread in this delicate range, which is enriched this
season with new styles.

FLASH YOU AND ME
To celebrate its 6th anniversary, Flash You and Me has selected
prints that highlight its Latvian origins. The Rebirth collection
explores national symbols such as the rowan tree, apple trees in
bloom, pine needles, and blueberry bushes, as well as the full
moon and sea waves. It’s an ode to an entire culture.

1/ Wacoal 2/ Aubade 3/ Voiment 4/ Flash You and Me
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MIX AND MATCH

N

ow, on all fronts, lingerie allows for a great amount of freedom and is meant to
be paired at will with a ready-to-wear wardrobe in an unbridled mix-and-match
game. Inspired by vintage as a timeless baseline, collections bring style to sets
with contrasting materials and reinvented prints. Today, we choose colors that
flatter everyone’s curves and can be matched with all sorts of opposing elements. We dress up
in eclectic tones that meld light and dark, giving pieces a truly contemporary sophistication
tinged with a certain nostalgia.

2

We can observe many collections inspired by iconic vintages styles, such as with animal
prints, recolored in more lingerie-friendly shades and thinner and smaller shapes, creating a
truly delicate effect. This combination of prints can be blended in an ultra-modern mix-andmatch mood. Riding this iconic vintage wave to return meaning to lingerie, vintage prints give
customers the impression of making a lasting purchase, backed by a hint of the legendary.
This method of reclaiming animal prints is a way to relaunching vintage buying that would
be impossible for lingerie. With these recurring prints throughout the decades, a measure of
glamour that traverses the vicissitudes of fashion, this trend highlights how much lingerie is
increasingly becoming a fashion product.
1/ Marlo&Marco

2/ Canat 3/ DKNY Sleepwear 4/ Kiki de Montparnasse 5/ Elomi 6/ Anita Active 7/ PJ Salvage 8/ Ewa Bien 9/ Swedish Stockings 10/ Les jupons de Tess
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A FOCUS ON PINK

O

ften presented as the color of femininity par excellence, it’s without any sexist
intentions that pink has now become a classic in the world of fashion, design, and
lingerie, just like black, blue, or white. Pink is apparently an optimistic, relaxing
color; it is said that it sweeps away bad thoughts and negative energy. Nevertheless,
we’ve noticed a truly updated need to offer shades that are a bit colder, so that it flatters all skin
shades. And so, in addition to petal pink, soft pink, candy pink, powder pink, pearly pink,
peach fuzz, neon, bright, or dark, we now find it in a deeper, tea-rose or even violet-tinged
shade that reflects a good in-between color alongside blue. Dusty rose gives it that vintage
touch that adds a certain perennial quality.
1/Fleur Of England 2/Calida 3/Taryn Winters 4/Chantal Thomass 5/Edge O’ Beyond
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PURPLE

DUSTY ROSE

PINK

1/Lucy Jones
2/Moons And Junes
3/Skarlett Blue
4/Flash You And Me
5/Dora Larsen

1/Sans Complexe
2/Empreinte
3/Panache
4/Voiment
5/Ewa Bien

1/Black Limba
2/Maison Louve
3/Simone Pérèle
4/Hanro
5/Esquisse

1/Elomi
2/Ruban Noir
3/Wacoal
4/Rosa Faia
5/Morgan
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BLUE IS KING

N

avy blue remains a top seller, in addition to being Pantone Color of the Year. Less severe than
black, it is nevertheless a dark shade, a dusky color that has become a classic and can be paired
with absolutely everything. Even with black, something that wasn’t done even just a few years
ago, absolutely not to be done, considered a fashion sacrilege. Today, it’s considered good
taste. This is a color that is beautifully embodied in all kinds of fabrics and materials: everything looks
beautiful in blue.
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GREEN EMERALD

T

his season, we can observe a clear taste for organic colors, with a major
preference for emerald, a precious, popular shade of green.
7

8

9

1/Le Petit Trou 2/The Underargument 3/Madame Porte la Culotte 4/Parfait 5/Rosa Faia 6/Ewa Bien 7/Olly 8/Sugar Skin Garments 9/Simone Pérèle 10/Chantelle 11/Baiser Volé

1/ Calida 2/ Le Journal Intime 3/ Brigitte Bardot 4/ Undress Code Swim 5/ Jolidon 6/ Lonely 7/ Maison Lejaby 8/ Wacoal 9/ Parfait
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T

o satisfy every desire, we can now choose easy-wear, everyday lingerie that
doesn’t skimp on seductive allure. Within this new definition of comfort,
we find a selection of products that emphasize texture, with soft fabrics and
more enveloping shapes. This is caring lingerie that celebrates natural beauty.
It is truly possible to combine femininity and everyday life, even allowing for more casual
lace in soothing colors that beautifully match all skin tones.

1/ Maison Finou 2/ Rilke 3/ Lonely 4/ Simone Pérèle 5/ Black Limba
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DORA LARSEN
The designer and founder of Dora Larsen, Georgia Larsen,
launched the brand in London in 2016.
Having worked as a lingerie buyer for a major retailer,
Georgia decided to combine her technical expertise with
her love of design. Tired of buying fashionable bras that felt
uncomfortable, she took fit as her starting point and color as
her inspiration. The result is a curated collection of everyday,
beautifully designed and colored lingerie. Each item in each
collection features subtly created shades that are unique
to it: shell pink, lilac grey, snorkel blue, saffron, moss. The
magic lies in how the colors are combined. In introducing
such tones to high-waisted knickers and soft-cup bodies,
Dora Larsen turns what is sexy on its head.
“Sustainability is a huge focus across Dora Larsen. We use all
biodegradable and recycled packaging when we send items
to direct and wholesale customers. We recognize how much
waste is caused in unnecessary packaging and the impact of
it, as it’s typically non-recyclable, so we’ve introduced 100%
biodegradable packaging for all pieces.”

2
3

MOONS AND JUNES
Moons and Junes is a Copenhagen-based intimates brand
devoted to providing comfortable underwear designed for
fitting the body and its needs. These intimates are constructed
to accentuate curves, to feel that Moons and Junes adapts to
a woman’s body – and not the other way around! The pieces
in their collections are the result of thorough attention
to detail and carefully selected, high-quality materials,
working to put an urban spin on traditional lingerie styles.
In collaboration with talented partners, the brand has done
away with all the sewing that gets in the way of sensitive
areas and has opted for materials that feel soft against the
skin. “We’re pretty excited about producing a soft bra - without
hard cups or underwire - that still provides support!”, says
the founder Agnete Bjerre-Madsen. “All our products are
manufactured and quality-checked at one of Europe’s leading
knit factories, located in Turkey. Our devotion to embracing
diversity isn’t just talk. Our products aren’t just adapted to
diverse body types; they’re advertised on them, too. The women
featured in our campaigns, look book and social media posts
may each wear the same products, but each has a unique look young or old, dark or fair, slim or not. And, we don’t photoshop
our models because we believe that realism is beautiful. And
so far, we seem to be right! You should never have to sacrifice
comfort for beauty.”

4

LONELY
When she launched her lingerie brand in 2009, Helene
Morris looked far beyond style. With Lonely lingerie, she
wanted to help women take charge of their bodies, assert
themselves with their own differences and personalities,
and show themselves as they are, without make-up. She
sees her brand as a manifesto «for women who wear lingerie
as if they were writing themselves a love letter». Comfort,
self-confidence and respect for a woman’s body: this is the
motto that Lonely lingerie advocates, with collections full of
softness and delicacy. Through her Lonely Girls Project, she
creates unusual campaigns, where «normal» women pose
in their familiar surroundings. This New Zealand brand’s
inclusive dynamic celebrates all body shapes and includes
fabrics made from fibers such as bamboo, which is grown
without pesticides and uses relatively little water compared
to cotton. Offering comfort and breathability, this fiber
makes for collections that customers love, with their elegant
softness; the Hollie range is a best-seller for the brand,
available in caringly soft colors.

YSABEL MORA
Since the end of the 1980s, fashion designer Ysabel Mora has
been dreaming of a universal brand that allows all women
to feel beautiful and comfortable in their bodies every day.
Having started the adventure with tights, which, in her view,
are key elements in crafting a feminine look, Ysabel Mora
now offers a wide range of lingerie, thermal underwear,
socks, and swimwear. Her Mediterranean origins led her to
create cheerful collections with a touch of color, combining
comfort and sensuality. Above all, the brand is aimed at the
whole family, including both women and men, children, and
even newborns.

1/Dora Larsen 2/Lonely 3/Moons and Junes 4/Ysabel Mora
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PERIOD LINGERIE
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MAISON FINOU
While iconic brands are extending their product ranges to
include styles with appropriate comfort, young designers are
developing their own tailor-made or half-bespoke offerings,
with customizable collections to cover all, truly all, body
types in optimal comfort. Thus, Maison Finou has chosen
to meet women’s individual needs by adapting their styles
to their own specific bodies, such as having two different
cup sizes on the same bra. It’s possible on a bodysuit to
differentiate the size of the top from that of the bottom, to
personalize the shape of the neckline (V-neck, round neck,
deep-cut armhole), the bottom (boy short, tanga, Brazilian
brief ) and to choose the material and the color of the style.
This young French brand offers sets made from recycled,
organic, and dead-stock fabrics; their high-waisted panties
cover sizes 32 to 50, and their underwire-free bras have been
developed for bespoke sizes from A through G cups. In an
effort to be fully eco-conscious, the packaging used is made
in Germany from recycled cardboard and lawn turf.

4

beauty of all women, Maison Louve has made a policy of
retouching the bodies or faces of those who pose for them,
encouraging its customers to share their photos under the
hashtag #leslouves.

1
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MINA STORM
For her Autumn-Winter 2020 collection, Mina Storm
invites you to a fertile planet that gave birth to the goddesses
of space. Inspired by the climatic upheavals of our time, the
designers of this brand decided to make big changes with
this collection: organic cotton, recycled fibers, the Oekotex label, and using only European materials. Faithful to its
brand identity, the shapes remain perfectly adapted to young
women’s everyday lives; they make us think of movement,
freedom, and confidence. This collection symbolizes the
hope of a revival for the textile industry. A women’s space
odyssey, with a 70’s vibe (long live velvet) and a soft landing
on a planet of the future...Welcome to the year 2284, when
women shine with a feeling of wellbeing, in all its forms!

MAISON LOUVE
Maison Louve is an irreverent, bohemian French brand of
luxury lingerie, nightwear and swimwear. Bold, minimal
shapes, without molded cups or underwires, enhance
different facets of feminine allure, with lingerie designed to
enhance the beauty of all body types. A beautiful woman
is a woman unchained, feeling good in her clothes and in
her skin. Each piece is designed by designer Lou-Salomé
Carrillo and handmade in France, with top-of-the-range
materials and passionate craftsmanship. To be free of sizes,
this young brand offers bespoke styles crafted by a team of
passionate and experienced seamstresses, based in Toulouse.
The pieces are always designed to generate as little waste as
possible, with even a zero-waste bra made from a single piece
of Calais lace. Wishing to enhance the real and authentic

NÉNÉS PARIS
This very new Parisian brand offers sweet things made
from recycled fibers, to clothe women in eco-friendly and
stylish delicacy. Its founder Margot loves lace, flowers, warm
colors, the Mediterranean, and the 70s. Against the tide of
fast fashion, committed on all fronts, Nénés Paris develops
perennial styles (never on sale) in several shades and prints.
Its best-seller Avani offers the comfort of geometric lace,
now available in Sand and Terracotta shades; Mahé, its first
dual-material bodysuit, creates a sexy fit, with beautiful high
cuts on the derrière and hips for a slightly retro shape. Their
website allows you to pre-order a style to make sure you get
it in your size and to ensure that the brand can regulate their
manufacturing.

B

ecause comfort is key at every moment of a woman’s life, several brands are developing period
lingerie that is practical and effective, without sacrificing style. French company Mina Storm
is launching a range, with menstrual panties and matching bras that allow you to adapt to
variations in breast volume during the menstrual cycle! A leopard-print, recycled-fiber option,
with organic cotton inside, provides a trendy and sustainable style. Spanish brand Cocoro offers a period
panty available in 7 sizes, in an OEKO-TEX100-certified fabric, reusable for 5 years. An ethical and
sustainable company, Cocoro is committed to supporting women around the world. Japanese firm K+1%
is committed to comforting women at a recurring moment in their lives when they are constrained and
frustrated, with inventive, fashionable, and functional lingerie.

1/ Maison Finou 2/ Nénés Paris 3/ Maison Louve 4/ Mina Storm

1/Cocoro 2/K+1% 3/Mina Storm
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THE HIGH-WAISTED BRIEF,
A SIZEABLE TREND

1

A

s part of the movement toward everyday, easy-wear lingerie, we’re seeing shapes featuring greater
coverage, notably with briefs that are holding their own “heights” in the face of preconceived
notions. Forget the cliché of old-fashioned granny panties or simple shaping briefs. Briefs no
longer feel compelled to be slimming by compressing women’s bodies; rather, they respect
a woman’s shape, with this idea of dressing up curves rather than constraining them. Faithful to this
movement in favor of body acceptance, soft, stretchy materials envelop the midriff with a style that’s more
caring than corrective. With the high-waisted brief, women are dressed to the navels, and sometimes even
all the way up to just below the bustline (Ysabel Mora, Parfait), in color (Mey, Moons and Junes, Lonely,
Maison Louve), prints (Flash You and Me, Elomi), or patterns (Undress Code), and delicate materials
(SoftStretch, Antigel) such as luminous velvets (Mina Storm, The Underargument), and embroidered
lace that adds volume without weighing things down, creating a textured effect that is truly elegant (Paloma
Casile, Studio Pia, Panache). It’s time to play around with cutout effects in the front (MilaKrasna, Chantal
Thomass), on the back (Aubade, Lise Charmel, Le petit trou, Journal intime, Ewa Bien), or on the sides
(Maison Finou) with irreverently high cuts (Edge O’Beyond, Maison Finou); we indulge ourselves with
a mix of super-sexy materials (Playful Promises) with a typical lingerie look (Simone Pérèle, Huit, Kiki
de Montparnasse, Jolidon, Sans Complexe), or ultra-trendy style (Opaak), even daring to use straps on
a bold style from Maison Lejaby. Such are the many magnificent items that can be worn by all kinds of
women as beauty pieces, to wrap ourselves in, dress up in, and enhance our beauty, while remaining totally
comfortable.
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1/ Moons and Junes

1/Undress Code Swim 2/Lise Charmel 3/Kiki de Montparnasse 4/Parfait 5/ Panache 6/The Underargument 7/SoftStretch de Chantelle 8/Le Petit Trou 9/Les Jupons de Tess
10/Flash You and Me 11/Dora Larsen 12/Maison Lejaby 13/MilaKrasna 14/Ysabel Mora
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THE UNDERSIDE OF MEN’S UNDERWEAR

Salon International de la Lingerie  Men

LOVERS’ PING-PONG
WHEN THE BONDS OF LOVE INSPIRE
BRANDS…
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THE UNDERSIDE OF
MEN’S UNDERWEAR

W

ith women’s lingerie now advocating a body-positive spirit and inclusiveness, the image
of men’s underwear has remained stuck in a stereotyped mode based on a slim silhouette.
The revolution in this sector will undoubtedly come from a more mixed masculine/
feminine product offer. Though discretion was previously the standard, today’s men
are allowing themselves a more whimsical approach in their choice of boxers, boxer briefs, or briefs. And
though aesthetics are increasingly important for gentlemen, comfort and quality fabrics remain the decisive
elements in their choice of underwear. With playful motifs or bright colors (A-dam, Calida, Eminence), a
mix of fine fabrics (By Radouane), or retro prints (Mey, John Frank), brands are creatively competing this
year, presenting collections that are both pleasant to wear and contemporary in their style.

AUBADE
The alliance of masculine and feminine: fun and evercreative nods to the bonds between men and women create
an Aubade couple that loves to seduce and be seduced. This
season, ten new styles from Aubade matched to the colors
of their corsetry ranges complete the season’s product offer.
To wear on your own or together as a couple, as you desire.
HENRIETTE H
Founded in 2012, the house of Henriette H and its little
embroidered panties have won the hearts and derrières of
Parisian women. An incorrigible romantic, its designer
Sarah Stagliano is launching this season a pair of underwear
delicately embroidered with “loverboy” and “lovergirl”..

1/ A-dam 2/ By Radouane 3/ Calida 4/ John Frank 5/ Mey 6/ Eminence

1/ Aubade 2/ Henriette H
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